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           WELCOME TO ADVENTURES IN GREEN NETWORKING!

Glad you’re here!
 This year we took our annual Green Networking Night to the virtual realm and kept the streak 
alive - 13 years and running!  This much-loved event celebrates alumni and friends working in all sorts 
of career paths related to environment and sustainability, both here in Atlanta, and - thanks to this year’s 
online format - from around the globe.

 Students from across all majors and disciplines can build new connections simply through 
conversation and hearing what folks have to share in the way of stories about the rewards and challenges 
of their work.  Whether you’re exploring the green sector for the first time or have already been plotting 
a course to a “green” career - you’re in the right place.

 This adventure wouldn’t be possible without community.  In this directory, you’ll discover 
people who have been a part of this event for many years, as well as those here for the first time! 
EMORY’S OFFICE OF SUSTAINABILITY INTIATIVES has been a key connection point for many of our 
friends and alumni and does too many wonderful things to name here. Thank you especially to Taylor 
Spicer for wearing many hats to coordinate this event for so many years! And a shout out goes to Mae 
Bowen and Amy Hou of the EMORY ALUMNI ENVIRONMENTAL NETWORK, who were busy tracking 
down and inviting out-of-state alumni, some of whom hadn’t been able to attend since their days as a 
student! Several answered our call and are eager to give back. Students, if you haven’t yet joined EAEN 
- you should. Talk to Mae and Amy!

 Our friends at the DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES are such incredible supporters, 
not to mention faculty from across the arts and sciences, business, Emory Law and the Turner Environmental 
Law Clinic, Master of Development Practice program, Candler School of Theology, Oxford College, 
and the ROLLINS SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH’s Gangarosa Department of Environmental Health.  
And finally, THE CAREER CENTER and Green Career Cluster play a key role in coordinating the event 
and are a great year-round resource to students and professionals alike. 

 Networking is not terribly complicated.  It starts from the desire to meet some interesting people, 
continues by maintaining those connections over time, and ultimately helps introduce us to the mentors 
who root for us and offer guidance along the way.  Some see networking as a transaction:  the people 
we meet should give us access to opportunities, right?  Well....

 Conversations, more than a resume, lead us to one another. As they say: “People don’t care 
how much you know until they know how much you care.” Being open to sharing stories and lived 
experiences, we find the right people - the ones who share our values, our subject matter interests - who 
are motivated to find solutions to the complex problems we face in this modern climate crisis.   

	 Enjoy	your	conversations,	and	don’t	forget	to	keep	in	touch.		You	may	find	yourself	attending	
someday as a young professional!
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Careers in Policy, Government & Public Health
Thursday, February 25 - 7-8:30pm EST   Link:  https://emory.zoom.us/j/97437884316

Shelby Buso is the Chief Sustainability Officer within the Mayor’s Office of One Atlanta, overseeing a team 
tasked with addressing the energy burden for Atlanta’s residents, implementing the Clean Energy Plan, assessing 
waste diversion innovation, and increasing food access for vulnerable populations. Prior to working for the City, 
Shelby was the Director of U.S. Green Building Council in Georgia, managing state-wide initiatives while working 
regionally on key account management, advocacy, technical support, marketing, and market development. Locally, 
she worked for Central Atlanta Progress as the Director of Sustainability and Midtown Alliance, as well as The Clean 
Air Campaign. Shelby holds a Master of Environmental Law and Policy, along with a JD from Vermont Law School, 
and was a Judicial Law Clerk for the U.S. Federal District Court of Puerto Rico. She completed her undergraduate 
work in Anthropology, Environmental Studies, and Spanish from Wake Forest University. She is a part of the 
Institute for Georgia Environmental Leadership (IGEL) Class of 2019, is a former member of the Georgia Sierra 
Club’s Executive Committee, and recently served on the Board of Directors for the Community Farmers Markets of 
Atlanta.  CONCENTRATIONS: Clean Energy/Solar; Environmental Policy/Government; Waste/Recycling.

Katy Clarke (00OX, 02C) is a Senior Clean Energy Advisor in the U.S. Department of State’s Bureau of 
Energy Resources. As a diplomat, she builds relationships in industry, NGOs, and U.S and foreign governments to 
influence clean energy policy and technology advancements in over 40 countries including Germany, Japan, and 
South Africa. In this role, Katy has represented the U.S. as a negotiator, delegate, and speaker at fora including the 
UNFCCC, G-20, and International Energy Agency. She recently received a Secretary of State award for leading Asia 
EDGE, a ten-agency, 30-country, and $140 million initiative to advance energy in the Indo-Pacific. Katy previously 
served as a clean energy officer at the U.S. Embassy Berlin during the German energy transformation. Prior to 
this role, Katy managed utility focused projects as a contractor for the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 
Katy began her career working on policy and resolving contractual disputes with toxic waste site redevelopment. 
She attributes her career path to the excellent professors at Oxford College and Emory University, where she 
earned a BS in Environmental Studies. Katy also has a master’s in Public Administration from Virginia Tech.  
CONCENTRATIONS: Clean Energy/Solar; Environmental Policy / Government; International Development.

Jimmy Dills (03C, 07PH) is a Senior Research & Health Integration Associate at the Georgia Health Policy 
Center, working to improve public health by advancing a health-in-all-policies perspective of decision making. He 
has expertise in systems thinking, health impact assessment, and healthy community design. Jimmy has provided 
training, mentoring, and technical assistance on a variety of HIA projects across the country and also works on several 
projects dealing with Maternal and Child Health. Before coming to GHPC, he facilitated intersectoral collaboration 
at a local health department in Nashville and worked as a Research Fellow in the CDC’s Division of Nutrition, 
Physical Activity and Obesity. Jimmy belongs to the Society of Practitioners of Health Impact Assessment (SOPHIA) 
Steering Committee and serves on the Board of Directors for the Georgia Healthy Homes Coalition. He previously 
taught an environmental health course called “Public Health and the Built Environment” at Emory’s Rollins School 
of Public Health (RSPH), offered jointly with Georgia Tech’s School of City and Regional Planning. Jimmy holds an 
MPH in Environmental and Occupational Health from RSPH and a BS in Neuroscience and Behavioral Biology from 
Emory, as well as a Master of Urban Planning from the University of Louisville. CONCENTRATIONS: Environmental 
Policy/Government; Public Health/Environmental Health; Urban Planning & Smart Growth.

Emily Hennessee (10C, formerly Cumbie-Drake) is a Policy Associate at The Good Food Institute in 
Washington, DC, where she works on legislative and regulatory efforts to level the playing field for alternative 
proteins in the U.S. and beyond. Prior to joining GFI, she worked on sustainable food efforts at Georgia 
Organics as the Farm-to-School Director and as Director of Programs. Previously, Emily was the Sustainability 
Programs Coordinator at Emory’s Office of Sustainability Initiatives. She holds a bachelor’s degree in Cultural 
Anthropology from Emory and an MPH with a concentration in Food Systems from the Johns Hopkins 
Bloomberg School of Public Health. Emily is currently on the Steering Committee for the American Public 
Health Association’s Center for Climate, Health, and Equity and is a Farm Foundation Young Agri-Food Leader.   
CONCENTRATIONS: Advocacy; Agriculture/Sustainable Food; Public Health/Environmental Health.

Sarah Krame (12C) is an Associate Attorney at Sierra Club and focuses on mitigating climate change through 
grid decarbonization, building electrification, and transportation electrification in the New England region. The 
Sierra Club is a grassroots environmental organization with approximately 800,000 members in all 50 states, 
with a mission to promote responsible use of earth’s ecosystems and resources and to protect and restore 
quality of natural and human environments. Prior to joining Sierra Club, Sarah was a litigation associate at 
Willkie Farr & Gallagher in New York, where she worked on complex civil litigation and internal investigations. 
Sarah received her JD from New York University School of Law and her BA in Environmental Studies from Emory 
University. In law school, Sarah interned with the Natural Resources Defense Council, the New York Attorney 
General Environmental Law Bureau, and the New York City Law Department Environmental Law Division.   
CONCENTRATIONS: Climate Solutions; Environmental Law; Environmental Policy / Government.

PART 1:  CAREER PANELS
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Careers in Conservation, Food & Agriculture,  
and Urban Planning
Saturday, February 27 - 10-11:30am EST   Link:  https://emory.zoom.us/j/96431087892

Bill Green is the Executive Director of The Common Market Southeast, a nonprofit food distribution 
organization whose mission is to bring good fresh food grown by small to mid-sized family-owned farms to local 
communities. The Common Market works primarily through anchor institutions such as schools, universities, 
hospitals and community organizations to reach the maximum number of people while creating improved access 
to local food. During the COVID crisis, Bill and his team have supported over 40 local farms and obtained multiple 
federal and local contracts to provide emergency food relief to approximately 45 Atlanta area organizations. 
Previously, Bill worked at The Kroger Co. for 18 years in various roles including Legal Counsel, Store Manager, 
District Manager and Vice President of Operations. Bill has also practiced civil litigation and general corporate 
law. He is a graduate of Howard University where he obtained his bachelor’s degree in business management 
and the University of Kentucky where he received his JD. Bill also serves on the board of the Automotive 
Training Center, helping young people overcome difficult backgrounds to gain a career in automotive repair.   
CONCENTRATIONS: Agriculture/Sustainable Food; Corporate Sustainability; Facilities Management.

Mori Hensley (‘16C, ‘17G) is the Director of Planning, Education, and Restoration for the Santa Fe (NM) 
Watershed Association (SFWA), and is the Land & Water Coordinator at the Quivira Coalition, also in Santa Fe, New 
Mexico. SFWA’s mission is to help restore the health and vibrancy of the Santa Fe River watershed and strengthen 
the connection between people and land. Quivira works with environmentalists and ranchers at the ‘radical center’ 
to holistically restore landscapes throughout New Mexico and the Western U.S. In her hometown of Santa Fe, she 
explores natural resource management and ‘place-based ecocultural stewardship’, working on a wide range of 
projects – from water rights, aquifer recharge, and educational programming to tree plantings, trash cleanups, 
and wetlands action plans. Mori is the first graduate of the Emory Department of Environmental Science’s 4+1 BS/
MS program, where she studied livestock depredation by snow leopards in Ladakh, India under Dr. John Wegner 
and the Snow Leopard Conservancy-India Trust. After graduation, Mori returned to India with a Fulbright-Nehru 
student research grant to explore the social and interdisciplinary sides of wildlife conservation through the lens of 
Tibetan Buddhist imagery. CONCENTRATIONS:  Air/Water Quality; Environmental Education; Resource Management.

Julianna Joss (17C) is a Program Manager at Profugo, a grass-roots nonprofit in Wayanad, rural South 
India. Profugo’s mission is to empower and improve the quality of life for nearly a thousand marginal farmers 
through sustainable development. Julianna wears many hats each day - ranging from community outreach, field 
visits, content writing, event planning, research, conducting trainings, building partnerships, providing strategic 
direction, and occasionally providing comedy as the sole foreigner on the team. A current project is helping to 
promote organic farming as a livelihood against a harsh backdrop of climate change and hostile central government 
policies for small-scale farmers. Other current projects involve natural resource management through biogas, 
youth development, and skill development and alternate income generation. Gender equity and community 
empowerment underpin everything about Profugo’s mission. Julianna joined Profugo after receiving her MSc in 
Sustainable Development at the University of St. Andrews in Scotland through the Bobby Jones Scholarship. Her 
dissertation was about the importance of community-based partnership for sustainable development, and she 
enjoys putting this into practice. Also passionate about immigrant rights, she considers it fortunate to work with 
Emory’s undocumented community. She has a bachelor’s in Political Science and Dance and Movement Studies from 
Emory.  CONCENTRATIONS: Agriculture/Sustainable Food; Community Building/Outreach; International Development.

Sara Kuhn (16C) is an Ecologist with the Georgia Department of Transportation (GDOT), where she 
surveys proposed transportation project sites for protected species, waters and wetlands, and works to avoid 
ecological impacts. This involves coordination with state and federal partners at the Georgia Department of 
Natural Resources, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, as well as other GDOT 
offices and the private sector. Sara and her colleagues are committed to developing sustainable and innovative 
infrastructure while protecting Georgia’s natural areas. Her background is in native plant communities, having 
worked previously as a horticulturist for the Smithsonian Gardens and Atlanta Botanical Gardens. She holds BA 
in Environmental Sciences and International Studies with a concentration in environmental policy from Emory.  
CONCENTRATIONS: Ecological Fieldwork; Environmental Policy/Government; Transportation.

Ariella Sela (14C) is a Sustainability Advisor for Pure Strategies, where she conducts life cycle assessment 
analyses and develops greenhouse gas (GHG) inventories for science-based targets and other related GHG 
accounting efforts for their clients. She supports corporate sustainability strategy, sustainable packaging, and 
regenerative agriculture projects. Previously, she was a Sustainability Analyst for CRI, developing strategy, content, 
goals, and key performance indicators for the sustainability reports of Fortune 500 clients. Prior to that, she 
worked for Novelis, the world’s leading aluminum recycler, on sustainability and environmental reporting, as well 
as supplier sustainability. Ariella has an MS from Tufts University’s Friedman School of Nutrition Science & Policy in 
Agriculture, Food & Environment, and an MPH from Tufts University Medical School. In grad school, she worked on 
a coffee farmer climate risk assessment at Root Capital and on sustainable packaging at Stonyfield Organic. She has 
a BS in Environmental Sciences, with a concentration in Sustainability Management and a minor in Spanish from 
Emory.  CONCENTRATIONS:  Agriculture/Sustainable Food; Corporate Sustainability; Environmental Consulting.
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Careers in Corporate Sustainability, Environmental 
Consulting, and Clean Tech
Saturday, February 27 - Noon-1:30pm EST   Link:  https://emory.zoom.us/j/92778605552

Brenda Chew (12C) is the Director of Research & Industry Strategy at the Smart Electric Power Alliance (SEPA), 
a 501c(3) nonprofit where she and her team focus on helping utilities and the electric power industry as a whole 
work cohesively to reach a carbon-free energy energy system by 2050. Brenda typically focuses on harnessing the 
growing number of flexible customer resources along the energy grid (e.g., smart home devices, electric vehicle 
charging). After graduating from Emory in 2012 with a joint bachelor’s degree in Environmental Sciences and 
Economics, Brenda earned her MSc in Sustainable Development at the University of St. Andrews through the 
Bobby Jones Scholarship. Since then, she has lived in Washington, DC, building a career in the clean energy sector. 
Before coming to SEPA, Brenda worked as a consultant on Utility of the Future and grid modernization efforts at 
ICF.  CONCENTRATIONS:  Clean Energy/Solar; Corporate Sustainability; Environmental Consulting.  

Arthur Clarke is the Director of Sustainability at HMTX Industries, a $700m global manufacturer of building 
materials. There, he is responsible for strategizing and implementing the company’s sustainability initiatives, 
largely achieved through his groundbreaking work on Declare, HPDs, Living Product Challenge, and JUST – a 
standard administered by the International Living Future Institute (ILFI) that gauges the depth and effectiveness 
of a company’s policies and programs that relate to social justice and equity.  HMTX Industries was the first 
manufacturer in the world to achieve a JUST 2.0 label, and Arthur’s team are collaborating through 2021 and 
beyond on STIQ (Sustainability, Transparency, Innovation, and Quality) alongside HMTX’s People & Culture team 
to improve JUST scores. HMTX will also be working with ILFI to launch a third-party verification pilot for JUST, 
starting with its primary factories in China. In his spare time, Arthur volunteers to progress the goals of industry 
collaboratives such as Living Product 50 (LP50) and mindful MATERIALS (mM). In the latter, Arthur serves as chair 
of the Portal Working Group and as a member of the Content Working Group, Operations Team, and the Managers 
Team.  CONCENTRATIONS:  Advocacy; Corporate Sustainability.

Lirelle Gardere (18C) is a Sustainability Strategy & Disclosure Consultant with Environmental Resource 
Management (ERM), a global consultancy that works with clients from diverse sectors to aid them in understanding 
and managing their environmental, health, safety, risk and social impacts.  As consultant, Lirelle conducts 
benchmarking and research on clients, industries, and market trends. She also analyzes client documentation to 
identify improvement opportunities, synthesizes research findings into key themes, and interprets information to 
develop conclusions and draft recommendations for client deliverables. After graduating from Emory in 2018 with 
a bachelor’s degree in Environmental Sciences, she got a job a few months later working as a Sustainability Analyst 
with Birla Carbon, managing sustainability data and helping to work on annual reports, CDP< GRI< etc. In 2019, she 
began studies at Arizona State to earn her master’s in Sustainability Leadership, which she will complete in May 
2021. CONCENTRATIONS:  Corporate Sustainability; Environmental Consulting; Resource Management.

Nicolai Lundy (09C) is the Director of Partnerships and Market Outreach for Sustainability Accounting Standards 
Board (SASB). Nicolai identifies opportunities for sustainability professionals, financial reporting professionals, 
and investment analysts to benefit from SASB’s research on financially material ESG factors across 77 industries. 
SASB standardizes the measurement of sustainability topics that  impact company value – for instance, safety-
related defects for automobile companies, data security for software companies, and water scarcity for agricultural 
companies. In his role, he oversees SASB’s education, membership, and licensing programs, as well as outreach 
to investors and civil society. He also led the development of the Fundamentals of Sustainability Accounting 
(SASB’s credentialing program). Nicolai graduated from Emory in 2009 with a bachelor’s degree in Philosophy.  
CONCENTRATIONS:  Corporate Sustainability; Finance/Investment/Accounting; Sustainable Investment.

Dana Clare Redden is Founder and CEO of Solar Stewards, a third-party solar program she founded in 
2016 that directly connects corporate social responsibility initiatives with impact capital for the development 
of solar projects at universities, affordable and senior housing, places of worship, and nonprofits. Celebrating 
more than a decade in the solar industry, Dana is a passionate solar professional dedicated to the development 
of distributed generation solar globally. From growing up in a small rust-belt town in western Pennsylvania, her 
perspective was shaped by observing the environmental impacts of fossil fuels, particularly in disenfranchised 
communities that house the most vulnerable. In 2012, recognizing a need for greater resources and 
environmental justice, she founded Solar Concierge – a consultancy dedicated to helping communities 
and businesses go solar. She now resides in Atlanta, where she continues to work at the intersection of 
climate action, environmental justice, and social entrepreneurship for communities worldwide. Dana holds 
a B.S. from Drexel University as well as an Executive MBA from IE Business School and Brown University.  
CONCENTRATIONS:  Clean Energy/Solar; Corporate Sustainability; Entrepreneurship/Social Enterprise.



The next section of this Guest Directory lists additional alumni and friends you may wish to 
connect with in the weeks and months ahead.  These friendly folks have already agreed to 
have you reach out and connect and will respond as they are able to do so.  

As part of this event, we suggest two ways for connecting, outlined below:

OPTION 1:  SCHEDULED, ONE-ON-ONE CONVERATIONS IN MARCH 2021
On the pages that follow, some of our guests have a ☻by their name. These people have 
volunteered specific dates and hours in the month of March when they will set aside time for 
15-minute conversations with Emory students who sign up, using the form below.  

REVISION:  The link we originally provided below no longer works, due to a server crash 
and subsequent corruption to our online form.  Instead of the link below, we’ll email 
you a conversation request PDF form, which can be requested from Paul Bredderman at 
pbredde@emory.edu.  
SIGN UP HERE:   https://tinyurl.com/EmoryGreenChats   (<----link does not work)

Sign ups with the above PDF form will close at 8:30am EST on Tuesday morning, March 2nd.  
At that time, our planning team will match students with at least one of their professional 
preferences. If space allows, we will match you with more than one of your choices! 
NOTE:  It is your responsibility to block times you are requesting on your calendar as you fill 
out the request form. Please reserve these time slots on your calendar until 5pm on Thursday 
3/4, when you’ll receive an email letting you know which professional(s) and time slot(s) have 
been approved.  Unfortunately, we will not be able to schedule you in a new time slot once 
matching is complete.   

OPTION 2:  REACH OUT ON YOUR OWN BY EMAIL
Some of our guests (without the above icon) were unable to schedule one-on-one conversations 
in March, and instead have invited students to reach out to them later throughout the year 
at their designated email, which has been provided in the bottom right corner of their bio.

The Career Center is an excellent resource to help you draft an outreach email to request 
an informational interview (“career chat”) with one of our guests. You can schedule an 
individual appointment on Zoom by logging in to the Handshake database at:  https://emory.
joinhandshake.com, by locating the Career Center tab, and then creating a new appointment 
within the Environmental and Sustainability (Green) Cluster.  Paul Bredderman is the Green 
Cluster advisor and can help you plan for a conversation and come up with the questions you 
may want to ask, as well as assist you with search strategy or graduate school planning.

Don’t have time for a Zoom meeting with The Career Center?  We’ve provided a model 
outreach email on the following page to help you get started!  

REACHING OUT TO GREEN ALUMNI & FRIENDS



GREETING
Dear Mr./Ms. Last Name,

FIRST PARAGRAPH:  WHO YOU ARE, WHY YOU WANT TO CONNECT 

• Express enthusiasm for finding them in the Guest Directory
• State your awareness of who they are (by title and place of work), then suggest 1-2 

things about their background you find interesting (use the bio in this directory and/
or a LinkedIN profile to do some initial research)

• Share what has influenced you to explore their career path (a favorite class, influential 
or encouraging people, and life events all qualify as interesting tidbits).

• What 1-2 activities/experiences have already helped to move you in this direction?

SECOND PARAGRAPH:  REQUESTING A CONVERSATION

• State that you are trying to make some important decisions about your career 
direction after graduation

• Hearing their perspectives about what they find rewarding about their work, along 
with what steps they have taken to get where they are would be extremely beneficial.

• Would they be willing to schedule some time when you both could talk by Zoom 
or by phone? (Though tempting to use email to gather this same information, the 
medium is far less personable and unlikely to be as successful for bonding).

• You may think it polite to suggest whatever time they are able to meet. SECRET TIP:  
it’s actually more helpful if you lead by proposing a few potential days/times, or a 
range of dates beginning AT LEAST one week from today.  A busy professional can 
then check their calendar for availability and get back to you quickly.  This saves at 
least one step in a back-and-forth exchange of emails!

CLOSING
• Reiterate your enthusiasm and thank them for considering your request. Provide 

both a phone number and email address where they can reach you to follow up.

Sincerely,

YOUR NAME

SAMPLE NETWORKING REQUEST
Below are some guiding points when requesting time to speak with a friendly green professional 
in the weeks or months ahead.  If an email address has been provided, you can reach out to them 
directly through their Inbox, ensuring the message is received.



☻Kelsey Alexander (18C) is a Sustainability Consultant at Sustainable Investment Group (SIG), an environmental 
consulting firm  whose mission is to improve the built environment. SIG provides services ranging from LEED project 
management, to commissioning and retro-commissioning, to LEED Accredited Professional training in order to help clients 
accomplish their goals. Kelsey assists property management teams with LEED certification projects nationwide for new 
construction, existing building certifications, and Fitwel. She also provides support to her project team’s ESG reporting through 
quarterly reporting, GRESB, GRI, and CDP. She graduated from Emory with a degree in Environmental Sciences in 2018.  
CONCENTRATIONS:  Environmental Consulting, LEED Building/Construction, Corporate Sustainability.

☻LA Allen is the Equity and Workforce Development Program Manager at The Nature Conservancy. An educator for 12 years 
prior, she now has spent more than five years managing TNC’s internship programs in Georgia, including secondary and post-
secondary opportunities. She is honored to be a facilitator for several Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion workshops offered by The Nature 
Conservancy and finds joy in working with her colleagues to learn from each other in this way. When she doesn’t have a facilitator 
hat on, she’s managing all things volunteer for Georgia, including organizing work parties, large-scale volunteer events and office/
field volunteers to help The Nature Conservancy meet its mission of conserving the lands and waters upon which all life depends.  
CONCENTRATIONS:  Community Building/Outreach; Conservation/Wildlife; Environmental Education. 

☻Shannon Anderson (19C) is an Environmental Analyst with the Missouri Department of Natural Resources in the 
Compliance and Enforcement Section of the Water Protection Program. Her main responsibilities include researching and compiling 
information about violations of water laws by facilities across the state and writing legal orders to help correct these violations and 
protect water resources. Previously, she served as an Education Specialist with Montana State Parks AmeriCorps, where she created 
and led programs for the public about a range of environmental topics, including virtual and in-person Junior Ranger events. She 
loves bats and eco-conscious crafting. Shannon graduated from Emory in 2019 and studied Biology and Environmental Sciences.  
CONCENTRATIONS:  Air/Water Quality; Compliance/Permitting; Environmental Education.

☻Gabe Andrle (17C) works as Habitat Program Manager at Georgia Audubon. By managing habitat restoration efforts 
through site selection, invasive species removal, and restoring native vegetation, he helps build places where birds and 
people thrive. He works part-time as an Interpretive Ranger at Fernbank Museum of Natural History where he assists with 
outdoor education programming and forest management. Previously, he worked in the bird and herpetology departments 
of Zoo Atlanta. He came to Atlanta from the Chicagoland area to study Environmental Sciences at Emory. With a passion for 
nature conservation and environmental education, he has accumulated an array of experiences both domestically and abroad.   
CONCENTRATIONS:  Conservation/Wildlife; Environmental Education; Ecological Fieldwork/Research.

Ethan Arbiser (17C) is an Environmental Data Analyst at Cox Enterprises, a company that has committed to Zero Waste to Landfill 
by 2024 and carbon neutrality by 2034. There, he assists sustainability, waste, and energy conservation teams with data management 
for various initiatives, in addition to assisting with carbon reporting for Cox’s Corporate Social Responsibility report. Previously, Ethan 
began his professional career teaching history and environmental studies at an Atlanta high school, helping to establish new school-wide 
sustainability initiatives as well. From there, he transitioned to working for a real estate software company with a growing sustainability 
services branch, assisting commercial and residential real estate clients with energy compliance and disclosure through data collection 
and analytics. Ethan is passionate about green building practices, energy management, waste diversion, and wellness. He is currently a 
member of Livable Buckead’s Sustainability Committee, as well as a member of the Atlanta Mayor’s Sustainability Ambassador Leadership 
Program. CONCENTRATIONS: Clean Energy/Solar; Facilities Management; Waste/Recycling.  elarbiser@gmail.com 

☻Laila Atalla (16C) is an Environmental Scientist and Economist who develops tools to guide investments in housing and 
transportation. Her work is organized around addressing California’s parallel housing and climate challenges while supporting a just 
transition to a low-carbon economy. In her current role with the California Air Resources Board, Laila provides technical expertise 
to implement programs that mitigate climate change, promote inclusive economic development, and advance environmental justice. 
Recent projects include modeling greenhouse gas emission reductions associated with affordable housing developments, estimating 
the economic benefits of investments in transit and active transportation, and assessing the extent to which State investment 
programs support equity. After studying Environmental Sciences and Latin American and Caribbean Studies at Emory, she attended 
the University of St. Andrews as a Bobby Jones Scholar, earning an MSc in Sustainable Development and Environmental Economics.  
CONCENTRATIONS:  Air/Water Quality; Climate Solutions; Environmental Policy/Government.

ALEXANDER ALLEN ANDERSON ANDRLE ARBISER ATALLA

GREEN ALUMNI & FRIENDS



☻Brandon Bedford MPP (11C) is a policy professional with more than 7 years of experience working in research, analysis, and 
project management across sectors in Atlanta and the Greater Washington, DC area. He currently serves as the Research and Policy 
Manager for Montgomery County (Maryland) Economic Development Corporation. After earning a BA in Environmental Studies in 2011 
from Emory, he found a post-graduate internship with the National Park Service’s Southeast Headquarters in Atlanta. He then found a 
job working in the sustainability division of an international events marketing firm called ignition (now Havas Sports and Entertainment), 
where his focus was sustainability technical assistance for client programs, as well as communications/operations consulting for Coca-
Cola Global. In 2016, Brandon obtained a Master of Public Policy degree from the University of Maryland College Park, where he focused 
primarily on environmental and urban policy. Since, he has worked in several roles in local government in Montgomery County – the 
second-largest local government in the Greater Washington, DC-Baltimore region. Projects of note include the Procurement Innovation 
Program, the Thingstitute Internet of Things Living Test Bed, the Montgomery County Food Security Plan, and Montgomery County’s 
Amazon HQ2 Bid. CONCENTRATIONS:  Urban Planning/Smart Growth; Economic Development; Corporate Sustainability. 

☻Zola Berger-Schmitz (19C) is a sustainability analyst at American Honda Motor Company, where she helps advise senior 
leaders on low-carbon strategy and helps drive climate resilience and green finance initiatives in North America. She is also engaged in 
research alongside Dr. Richard Perkins at the London School of Economics surrounding the corporate net-zero emissions landscape. Prior 
to her current roles, Zola worked in the public sector in the office of former Senator Kamala Harris and interned for the Mayor’s Office of 
Resilience in Atlanta. Zola has been an environmental activist for more than a decade, lobbying to ban plastic bags in her home state of 
California and testifying in front of the Georgia Public Service Commission to advocate for the inclusion of more solar energy in Georgia’s 
Integrated Resource Plan. She graduated from Emory University in 2019 summa cum laude, having double-majored in Political Science 
and Music. In addition, Zola holds an MSc in environmental policy and regulation from the London School of Economics and Political 
Science. CONCENTRATIONS:  Advocacy; Corporate Sustainability/Social Responsibility; Environmental Policy/Government. 

☻Mae Bowen (16C) is a Judicial Law Clerk at the U.S. District Court, and after completing her clerkship  in fall 2021, she will join 
the federal government as a trial attorney at the U.S. Department of Justice in the Environment and Natural Resources Division. In the 
field of environmental law, she is interested in litigation, treaty negotiation and regulatory advising.  Prior to her legal career, she focused 
on development, strategic messaging, and digital media in political campaigns, government agencies and nonprofit organizations. As a 
communicator, policy analyst, and legal advocate, Mae strives to bring people and institutions of diverse backgrounds together to combat 
pressing environmental issues. She earned a bachelor’s in Environmental Sciences and Political Science from Emory in 2016 and a JD, 
magna cum laude, from NYU School of Law in 2020. CONCENTRATIONS: Advocacy; Environmental Law; Environmental Policy/Government.

Halle Bradshaw (18C, 19G) is the Community Projects Coordinator for City of Savannah’s (GA) Economic Development 
Department. Previously, she has worked in Washington, DC, with the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) as an 
Environment Affairs Intern, and with East Decatur Greenway, a local greenspace nonprofit in Atlanta. Through working with 
environmental issues in both the nonprofit and public sectors, Halle has developed a great love for community-level work in 
areas such as policy and community outreach. She is a 2019 graduate of the BS/MS (4+1) Program in Environmental Sciences.  
CONCENTRATIONS: Community Building/Outreach; Economic Development; Environmental Policy/Government. halle.r.bradshaw@gmail.com

Ellen Bruenderman (12C, 16PH) is Director of Community Building for Park Pride, whose mission is to engage communities 
to activate the power of parks. Her team supports community park stewards by providing capacity building guidance and education 
opportunities, as well as by advocating for greater public resources for local parks. A Louisville, KY native and an Atlantan since 
2008, Ellen joined Park Pride’s Volunteer Program part-time while earning an MPH in Behavioral Sciences & Health Education from 
the Rollins School of Public Health. She has worked with thousands of volunteers to care for local parks and the Atlanta BeltLine. 
Previously, she was Camp Director at Camp High Five, a program of H.E.R.O. for Children, Inc., providing quality of life care for 
youth infected with and affected by HIV/ AIDS. This role strengthened Ellen’s desire to empower individuals and communities 
to guide their own growth. Now a member of the AB67 BeltLine young leaders board, Ellen is also an Emory Servant Leader 
and graduate of the TransFormation Alliance Academy on Equitable Transit-Oriented Development. Her primary professional 
focus is advancing multi-sector initiatives that benefit our shared environment and honor the collective wisdom of community.  
CONCENTRATIONS:  Advocacy; Cleanup/Revitalization; Community Building/Outreach.  ellen@parkpride.org

Max Burch (13OX, 15C) is a National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) Analyst at Arcadis, an international environmental, engineering, 
and infrastructure consultancy. He acts as a consultant to clients such as the Georgia Department of Transportation and to local 
municipalities to ensure that transportation projects comply with NEPA regulations. To do so, he coordinates with various subject matter 
experts such as ecologists, archaeologists, historians, and air/noise analysts to ensure that proper environmental due diligence has been 
performed before a federally funded project can commence. Previously at Arcadis, he worked as a GIS Technician building maps of GDOT 
stormwater systems and monitoring them for illicit discharges. Max holds a B.S. in Environmental Sciences from Emory and is an avid road 
and mountain biker. CONCENTRATIONS:  Compliance/Permitting, Transportation, Urban Planning & Smart Growth.  tmaxburch@gmail.com 
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☻Shelby Buso is the Chief Sustainability Officer within the Mayor’s Office of One Atlanta, overseeing a team tasked with addressing 
the energy burden for Atlanta’s residents, implementing the Clean Energy Plan, assessing waste diversion innovation, and increasing 
food access for vulnerable populations. Prior to working for the City, Shelby was the Director of U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) in 
Georgia, managing state-wide initiatives while working regionally on key account management, advocacy, technical support, marketing, 
and market development. Locally, she worked for Central Atlanta Progress as the Director of Sustainability, and Midtown Alliance, as 
well as The Clean Air Campaign. Shelby holds a Master of Environmental Law and Policy, along with a JD from Vermont Law School, 
and was a Judicial Law Clerk for the U.S. Federal District Court of Puerto Rico. She completed her undergraduate work in Anthropology, 
Environmental Studies, and Spanish from Wake Forest University. She is a part of the Institute for Georgia Environmental Leadership (IGEL) 
Class of 2019, is a former member of the Georgia Sierra Club’s Executive Committee, and recently served on the Board of Directors for 
the Community Farmers Markets of Atlanta.  CONCENTRATIONS:  Clean Energy/Solar; Environmental Policy/Government; Waste/Recycling. 

Elisabeth (“Tessa”) Cafritz (17C) teaches middle school science to 5th graders with language-based learning differences at 
The Lab School of Washington, DC. The Lab School creates an innovative learning community where students learn through hands-
on exploration, art, and inquiry-based experiences. This style of teaching has been constant throughout her career as an educator. 
Tessa has had the amazing opportunity to work in aquariums, nature centers, and wildlife conservancies throughout the U.S. She has 
educated a variety of learners with the help of animal ambassadors, while on nature hikes, and during snowboarding tours. Though 
her role as an educator has taken several forms, what she has loved the most is working with children and getting them excited 
about science! Tessa graduated from Emory in 2017 having double-majored in Environmental Sciences and Classical Civilization.  
CONCENTRATIONS:  Community Building/Outreach; Conservation/Wildlife; Environmental Education. tessa.cafritz@gmail.com  

Haseena Charania (11OX, 13C) is a Communications Strategy Supervisor at UPS, leading communications for environmental, social 
and ethical governance (ESG). She has multi-sectoral expertise in international sustainability policy, science, and business, rendering her 
a subject matter expert in corporate ESG. At Emory, she majored in Chemistry and gave herself 5 years after graduation to figure out 
if ESG was a viable career option. After earning a master’s degree in Environmental Management with a focus on sustainable business 
administration, performing climate justice research with the United Nations, and an incredible career so far, she is in the green sector to stay.   
CONCENTRATIONS:  Communications/Media/Film; Corporate Sustainability.  haseena.charania@gmail.com

Brenda Chew (12C) is the Director of Research & Industry Strategy at the Smart Electric Power Alliance (SEPA), a 501c(3) 
nonprofit where she and her team focus on helping utilities and the electric power industry as a whole work cohesively to reach a 
carbon-free energy energy system by 2050. Brenda typically focuses on harnessing the growing number of flexible customer 
resources along the energy grid (e.g., smart home devices, electric vehicle charging). After graduating from Emory in 2012 with a joint 
bachelor’s degree in Environmental Sciences and Economics, Brenda earned her MSc in Sustainable Development at the University 
of St. Andrews through the Bobby Jones Scholarship. Since then, she has lived in Washington, DC, building a career in the clean 
energy sector. Before coming to SEPA, Brenda worked as a consultant on Utility of the Future and grid modernization efforts at ICF.   
CONCENTRATIONS: Clean Energy/Solar; Corporate Sustainability; Environmental Consulting.  bchew@sepapower.org

Sejal Choksi-Chugh (98C) serves as the Executive Director of San Francisco Baykeeper, a nonprofit environmental 
watchdog that’s been defending San Francisco Bay from the biggest threats for more than 30 years. A native of Atlanta, she was a 
Woodruff Scholar graduating from Emory with highest honors in 1998 with a B.S. in Anthropology and Human Biology and a 
minor in Spanish. She then went on to earn a JD with a specialization in Environmental Law from the University of California 
at Berkeley. Courtesy of an Equal Justice Works legal fellowship in 2002, Sejal joined the Baykeeper team straight out of law 
school with a determination to hold polluters accountable – and she’s grateful that’s exactly what she gets to do now every day.  
CONCENTRATIONS: Air/Water Quality; Environmental Law; Environmental Policy/Government.  sejal@baykeeper.org

Dennis Creech (77G) has served as a Fund Advisor for Sustainability with The Kendeda Fund, a private, donor-driven foundation, 
since 2016. In 1978, Dennis co-founded Southface, an Atlanta-based nonprofit promoting sustainable homes, workplaces and 
communities. He ran the organization for 38 years, and under his direction Southface has become a trusted partner to federal 
and local governments, utilities, businesses and nonprofits, as well as a valuable resource to consumers. He has also worked as 
a field ecologist doing research in nutrient cycling. Recognized as a national leader in sustainability, Dennis has received numerous 
professional awards, including the prestigious Hanley Award for Leadership in Sustainable Housing, the Argon Award for Leadership 
in Sustainability, the Energy and Environmental Building Alliance Legacy Award, the Residential Energy Services Network Leadership 
Award, and lifetime achievement awards from the Atlanta Business Chronicle, GreenLaw, Georgia Interfaith Power and Light, 
the Greater Atlanta Home Builders Association and Urban Land Institute, Atlanta District. He has been designated by Georgia 
Trend as one of the “100 Most Influential Georgians.” Dennis is an Emory graduate who earned a Master of Science in Biology.  
CONCENTRATIONS:  LEED Building/Construction; Corporate Sustainability; Urban Planning & Smart Growth. dennis@kendedafund.org
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☻Harlan Cutshall (15C) is a Manager on the Foundation Development team at Ceres, a sustainability nonprofit working with 
the most influential investors and companies to build leadership and drive solutions throughout the economy. Through powerful 
networks and advocacy, Ceres tackles the world’s biggest sustainability challenges, including the climate crisis, water scarcity and 
pollution, and inequitable workplaces. In his role, Harlan manages relationships with the foundations which support 70% of Ceres’ 
$27M annual budget. He works with staff leading Ceres’ climate, clean transportation, clean energy, policy, and climate finance work 
to shape, hone, and evaluate programs; communicate successes; and, secure the resources necessary for their continued success. Prior 
to joining Ceres in 2017, Harlan led fundraising for Maine’s landmark 2016 ranked choice voting (RCV) ballot initiative – a successful, 
first-in-the-nation campaign which changed the way Mainers vote and brought about a more representative form of choosing elected 
officials. Harlan graduated Emory in May 2015 with a degree in International Relations and Global Health, and currently lives in Boston.  
CONCENTRATIONS: Advocacy; Corporate Sustainability/Social Responsibility; Event Planning/Fundraising.

☻Jimmy Dills (03C, 07PH) is a Senior Research & Health Integration Associate at the Georgia Health Policy Center, working to 
improve public health by advancing a health-in-all-policies perspective of decision making. His areas of expertise are systems thinking, 
health impact assessment, and healthy community design. He has provided training, mentoring, and technical assistance on a variety 
of HIA projects across the country and also works on several projects dealing with Maternal and Child Health. Before coming to GHPC, 
Jimmy facilitated intersectoral collaboration at a local health department in Nashville and worked as a Research Fellow at the CDC in 
the Division of Nutrition, Physical Activity and Obesity. Jimmy is a member of the Society of Practitioners of Health Impact Assessment 
(SOPHIA) Steering Committee and serves on the Board of Directors for the Georgia Healthy Homes Coalition. He previously taught an 
environmental health course called “Public Health and the Built Environment” at Emory’s Rollins School of Public Health (RSPH), offered 
jointly with Georgia Tech’s School of City and Regional Planning. Jimmy holds an MPH in Environmental and Occupational Health from 
RSPH and a B.S. in Neuroscience and Behavioral Biology from Emory, as well as a Master of Urban Planning from the University of 
Louisville. CONCENTRATIONS: Environmental Policy/Government; Public Health/Environmental Health; Urban Planning & Smart Growth.

☻Natalie Dionne is a Program Coordinator in the Gangarosa Department of Environmental Health at Emory’s Rollins School of 
Public Health. She has a degree from Ithaca College in Culture and Communication and spent time working in farmers markets across 
Atlanta, on an apple orchard in Maine, and conducting research while living with a pastoral nomadic tribe in India. She has found a role 
at Rollins that allows her to stay close to her passions surrounding environmental sustainability while utilizing her communication skills 
to handle external communications, student recruitment and the development of community partnerships. Given her strong interest 
in environmental justice and sustainable agriculture, Natalie was immediately drawn to the work taking place in the Department of 
Environmental Health, where faculty and student research ranges from air pollution, epidemiology, climate change, and more. Talk to her 
about the five different degree programs the Department offers: a 5-year BS/MPH in Environmental Studies and Environmental Health; 
MPH in Environmental Health; MPH in Global Environmental Health; MSPH in Environmental Health and Epidemiology; and, a PhD in 
Environmental Health Sciences. CONCENTRATIONS:  Environmental Education; Public Health/Environmental Health.

Libby Dunne (20C) is a Sustainability Consultant with Sustainable Investment Group (SIG) based in her hometown of San Francisco. 
There, she manages Fitwel and WELL Health-Safety Rating projects and assists with ESG reporting and GRESB. Additionally, she helps 
manage WELL and LEED BD+C projects. She ensures that necessary information is obtained and verifies compliance through documenting 
and evaluating key data. Libby graduated from Emory in May 2020 with a BS in Biology and a minor in Environmental Sciences. Throughout 
college, she worked on various research projects, most notably on a soon-to-be-published work regarding the effects of antibiotics 
on bumblebee cognitive functioning. She also recently earned her Fitwel Ambassador status and her LEED AP BD+C accreditation.   
CONCENTRATIONS: Corporate Sustainability; Environmental Consulting; LEED Building/Construction.  Libbyd@sigearth.com

☻Kelsi Eccles is the Communications Manager for The Conservation Fund’s Georgia/Alabama office. She raises awareness for the 
Fund’s urban conservation projects across the Southeast, including Parks with Purpose, Finding the Flint, and the Atlanta Watershed 
Learning Network. She also works with organizational and community partners to expand awareness and channel resources into 
greenspaces that deliver environmental, economic and social benefits in underserved communities. Previously, she served as an Urban 
Conservation Coordinator, then as Project Manager for Parks with Purpose, working with residents to transform blighted, inner city 
properties into vibrant new parks through equitable park development projects and a community-centered approach. Prior to that, Kelsi 
worked with EarthShare of Georgia, where she was the primary spokesperson for more than 100 environmental nonprofits and was 
instrumental in coordinating the organization’s annual fundraising and volunteer events. Kelsi earned an MBA with a marketing emphasis 
from Mercer University in 2015. She graduated from the University of Georgia in 2014 with a BA in Journalism with a public affairs 
reporting emphasis and a minor in Environmental Law. An Atlanta native, Kelsi has spent time studying abroad in Australia and Rwanda. 
She is happy to entertain questions around conservation, project management, strategic communications, and green infrastructure 
stormwater management. CONCENTRATIONS:  Communications/Media/Film; Community Building/Outreach; Urban Planning & Smart Growth.
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☻Elayne Elliott (17C) is the Green Stormwater Infrastructure Community Organizer with Sierra Club’s Michigan Chapter. 
In this role, she leads initiatives to implement and enhance green stormwater infrastructure projects in Detroit and surrounding 
communities. Previously, Elayne served as the Public Spaces Coordinator at Detroit Riverfront Conservancy, where she managed 
public programs and expanded partnerships for program offerings. Elayne began her professional career as Sustainability 
Coordinator at Williams College. She graduated from Emory in 2017 with a Bachelor of Arts in Environmental Sciences.   
CONCENTRATIONS:  Air/Water Quality; Community Building/Outreach; Event Planning/Fundraising.  

Jennifer Fundora (18C) is a Program Coordinator at Southface Institute, the oldest environmental nonprofit in the Southeastern 
U.S., and one that has promoted sustainable development and green building through education, research, advocacy and technical 
assistance since 1978. Jennifer divides her time between green building and clean transportation initiatives as Program Coordinator for 
EarthCraft and as Co-Coordinator for Clean Cities - Georgia. EarthCraft is a regional green building certification program that addresses 
new building challenges in the Southeast’s built environment. Clean Cities - Georgia is an initiative of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) 
that focuses on strategies to reduce petroleum consumption in transportation and is the central coordinating point for alternative fuel 
vehicle (AFV) activities in the state. Jennifer holds a bachelor’s in Environmental Sciences and International Studies from Emory, where 
she served as Co-President of the Emory Climate Organization and was a Mellon Mays Undergraduate Fellow alongside her mentor, Dr. 
Eri Saikawa. CONCENTRATIONS:  Environmental Consulting; Transportation.  jfundora@southface.org

☻Lirelle Gardere (18C) is a Sustainability Strategy and Disclosure Consultant with Environmental Resource Management 
(ERM), a global consultancy that works with clients from diverse sectors to aide them in understanding and managing their 
environmental, health, safety, risk and social impacts.  As consultant, Lirelle conducts benchmarking and research on clients, 
industries, and market trends. She also analyzes client documentation to identify improvement opportunities, synthesizes research 
findings into key themes, and interprets information to develop conclusions and draft recommendations for client deliverables. 
After graduating from Emory in 2018 with a bachelor’s in Environmental Sciences, she got a job a few months later working as 
a Sustainability Analyst with Birla Carbon, managing sustainability data and helping to work on annual reports, CDP< GRI< etc. 
In 2019, she began studies at Arizona State to earn her master’s in Sustainability Leadership, which she will complete in May 2021.  
CONCENTRATIONS:  Corporate Sustainability; Environmental Consulting; Resource Management.

Jennette Gayer coordinates policy development, research, and legislative advocacy for Environment Georgia. Based here in Atlanta, 
she organizes around a number of issues to bring cleaner air, water and green spaces to Georgia. She recently spearheaded campaigns to 
designate Georgia’s first Outstanding River, commit to 100% clean and renewable energy in Savannah, and solarize campaigns in Athens 
and DeKalb County. She serves on the board of the Georgia Solar Energy Association. She is a past member of the Atlanta Beltline’s Tax 
Assessment District Advisory Committee and Citizens for Progresssive Transit. Previously, Jennette directed field campaigns to build a 
million solar roofs and cap global warming for Environment Georgia’s sister organization, Environment California. She also worked as a 
Consumer Advocate with CALPIRG, where she sat on the state of California’s Bureau of Automotive Repair and helped to found Angelenos 
for Equitable Access to Technology, a media reform community group. Jennette grew up in Virginia and graduated from the College of 
William and Mary.  CONCENTRATIONS:  Air/Water Quality; Clean Energy/Solar; Climate Solutions.  jennette@environmentgeorgia.org

☻Lieutenant Commander James Gooch (11PH) is an Environmental Health Officer in the U.S. Public Health Service at CDC’s 
National Center for Environmental Health (NCEH) and Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR). He is currently 
deployed to the U.S. Virgin Islands in a three-year term assignment supporting the 2017 hurricane recovery and COVID-19 response. 
He has been with CDC/ATSDR since 2013, previously working as a program evaluator, policy analyst, intern coordinator, and technical 
project officer. Prior to working at the federal government, LCDR Gooch has worked both in the private and non-governmental sector. 
As a contractor with EPA Region 4, he provided first-response capabilities, training development, and site assessment support at 20+ 
EPA designated Superfund Sites. In the non-governmental sector, he has conducted exposure assessments to adjudicate impacts of 
diesel emission exposures in over a dozen environmental justice communities and founded a nonprofit to promote sustainable living 
and environmental education to more than 250,000 patrons at regional music festivals in the U.S. He received his Baccalaureate Degree 
in Environmental Studies and Sustainable Development from Rollins College in 2003 and an MPH in Global Environmental Health from 
Emory’s Rollins School of Public Health in 2011. CONCENTRATIONS:  Environmental Policy/Government; Public Health/Environmental Health.

Marinangeles Gutierrez Rivera (19G) is a Disaster Recovery Specialist within the Disaster Management division of the global 
consulting firm ICF International. As a Specialist, she works to help state and local governments navigate the federal funding landscape to 
get the relief they need throughout the disaster lifecycle. Currently, she focuses on disaster mitigation, working hand-in-hand with state 
and local governments to provide forward-thinking risk-mitigation services that produce solutions that analyze, reduce, and insure against 
risk. She develops state and local action plans, outlines impact to critical services, coordinates community participation, and assists in 
grant administration through the development of policies and procedures for several programs. These have included green infrastructure, 
voluntary buyouts and acquisitions, resilience planning, and strengthening of critical services. Marina graduated from Emory’s Master of 
Development Practice program in 2019, with concentrations in Climate Change Policy; Project Strategy & Implementation. “As I entered 
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Emory, I was fresh on my way to transitioning out from advertising,” she says. “The MDP Program shaped my historical understanding of 
the various theories and approaches applied by the development sector - which I carry with me every day, professionally and personally.” 
CONCENTRATIONS: Community Building; International Development; Urban Planning & Smart Growth.  marinangeles.gutierrez@gmail.com 

☻Emily Hennessee (10C, formerly Cumbie-Drake) is a Policy Associate at The Good Food Institute in Washington, 
DC, where she works on legislative and regulatory efforts to level the playing field for alternative proteins in the U.S. and 
beyond. Prior to joining GFI, she worked on sustainable food efforts at Georgia Organics as the Farm-to-School Director and 
as Director of Programs. Previously, Emily was the Sustainability Programs Coordinator at Emory’s Office of Sustainability 
Initiatives. She holds a bachelor’s degree in Cultural Anthropology from Emory and an MPH with a concentration in Food 
Systems from the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health. Emily is currently on the Steering Committee for the 
American Public Health Association’s Center for Climate, Health, and Equity and is a Farm Foundation Young Agri-Food Leader.   
CONCENTRATIONS: Advocacy; Agriculture/Sustainable Food; Public Health/Environmental Health.

☻Mori Hensley (16C, 17G) is the Director of Planning, Education, and Restoration for the Santa Fe Watershed Association (SFWA), 
and is the Land And Water Coordinator at the Quivira Coalition, also in Santa Fe, New Mexico. SFWA’s mission is to help restore the 
health and vibrancy of the Santa Fe River watershed and strengthen the connection between people and land. Quivira works with 
environmentalists and ranchers at the ‘radical center’ to holistically restore landscapes throughout New Mexico and the Western U.S. In 
her hometown of Santa Fe, she explores natural resource management and ‘place-based ecocultural stewardship’, working on a wide range 
of projects – from water rights, aquifer recharge, and educational programming to tree plantings, trash cleanups, and wetlands action 
plans. Mori is the first graduate of the Emory Department of Environmental Science’s 4+1 BS/MS program, where she studied livestock 
depredation by snow leopards in Ladakh, India under Dr. John Wegner and the Snow Leopard Conservancy-India Trust. After graduation, 
Mori returned to India with a Fulbright-Nehru student research grant to explore social and interdisciplinary sides of wildlife conservation 
through a lens of Tibetan Buddhist imagery. CONCENTRATIONS: Air/Water Quality; Environmental Education; Resource Management.

Amy Hou (15OX, 17C) combines her passion for communication and her passion for sustainability as a Senior Marketing 
Manager at Urjanet. Founded in 2010 and Atlanta-based, Urjanet’s technology enables both energy management software and 
consulting companies and sustainability managers at Fortune 500 companies to build a clear picture of energy, water, and waste 
consumption and track progress against their climate goals. She also serves as the Atlanta chair of the Emory Alumni Environmental 
Network. If you want to learn more about getting involved after graduation or working in the startup world, come chat with her.  
CONCENTRATION:  Sales/Technology.  amy.hou7@gmail.com

Ciannat Howett (87C) founded Emory’s first Office of Sustainability Initiatives in July 2006 before assuming her current role as 
Associate Vice President in 2019, managing an enterprise-wide effort to ensure that Emory’s actions and policies support environmental, 
social, and economic systems that provide a healthy, productive, and meaningful life for current and future generations. She is also 
an Adjunct Associate Professor in Emory’s Rollins School of Public Health and Emory College’s Environmental Sciences Department 
and a Senior Faculty Fellow with Emory’s Center for Ethics. Ciannat attended Emory as an undergraduate, receiving her B.A. in 1987, 
and she received a law degree from the University of Virginia in 1992. She practiced environmental law with Kilpatrick Stockton for 
four years and was Senior Attorney with the Water Enforcement Division the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in Washington, 
D.C. for six years before serving as Director of the Southern Environmental Law Center’s Georgia and Alabama office until 2006. 
She is a Trustee for the R. Howard Dobbs, Jr. Foundation, the PATH Foundation, and serves on the Advisory Board of Emory Law 
School’s Turner Environmental Law Clinic and the National Council on Competitiveness. She received the 2002 U.S. EPA Gold 
Medal for Exceptional Service, the 2004 Environmental Hero Award from The Wilderness Society, the 2010 Pillar of Sustainability 
Award from EARTH University, the 2013 Outstanding Adjunct Faculty Award from Rollins School of Public Health, a 2014 Award of 
Distinction from Emory, and a 2020 Woman to Watch award from the U.S. Green Building Council. She is a co-founder of the Greater 
Atlanta Regional Centre of Expertise on Education for Sustainable Development of the United Nations. She is a frequent regional 
and national speaker on sustainability issues, and, for four years, was named a “Georgia Super Lawyer” by Atlanta magazine.  
CONCENTRATIONS:  Environmental Law, Public Health/Environmental Health, Sustainable Investment.  Ciannat.howett@emory.edu 

☻Crystal Jackson is a Principal Planner for the Atlanta Regional Commission (ARC), the regional planning and intergovernmental 
coordination agency for the 10-county metro area. She works with local governments and partners to improve the region’s 
environmental footprint. Through the development of the Green Communities program, Crystal has assisted jurisdictions in 
implementing sustainability initiatives within their operations and communities. Through their Sustainable Connections Internship 
Program, Crystal also connects talented university students with communities in need of technical assistance. Previously, she was a 
part of ARC’s Local Government Services team, overseeing regional leadership development programs, providing local governments 
with management and training assistance, and coordinating the Community Planning Academy. For seven years, Crystal managed the 
Georgia Conservancy’s Blueprints program, a technical assistance initiative that helps Georgians to achieve successful communities 
by creating sound conservation and growth strategies. She also spent several years as an environmental educator. Crystal earned 
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a BS in Earth Sciences from the UNC Charlotte and a Master of City and Regional Planning from Georgia Tech. She is a LEED Green 
Associate, a Certified Sustainability (CSR) Practitioner, and a graduate of the Institute for Georgia Environmental Leadership (IGEL).   
CONCENTRATIONS:  Community Building/Outreach; Environmental Policy/Government; Urban Planning & Smart Growth.

☻Angela Jiang (19C) is Taiwanese-Singaporean-American community organizer and progressive political advocate based 
in Atlanta. As the Conservation Organizer for the Sierra Club’s Georgia Chapter, Angela oversees several campaigns that advance 
progressive power-building and environmental justice, including the Chapter’s political campaigns, the Legislative Liaisons program, 
and the “Ready for 100” campaign – which is a part of a national movement inspiring both community and government leaders to 
embrace a vision of healthier communities powered with 100% clean, renewable energy. She has been organizing in the Metro Atlanta 
area since her undergraduate years at Emory University, able to hone her craft as a result of prior roles working with nonprofits, 
city government, and Political Action Committees (PACs), including Asian Americans Advancing Justice, City of Atlanta District 2 
Councilman Amir Farokhi, Park Pride, and New American Pathways. Angela graduated from Emory with a BS in Environmental Sciences. 
Away from work, Angela is an avid home baker, room escapist, strategy board gamer, and explorer of the great American Southeast.  
CONCENTRATIONS:  Advocacy; Clean Energy/Solar; Community Building/Outreach.

☻Yeou-Rong Jih (09C) is the Director of Urban Initiatives at Greenlink Analytics, where she leads Greenlink Equity Map (GEM) 
work to help cities and community-based organizations to visualize equity-related issues and build more equitable climate solutions 
through strong city/community partnerships. She also serves on Greenlink research and consulting teams that design clean and 
equitable energy pathways for cities across the U.S. Previously, Yeou served as the Senior Manager of Resilience Policy and Programs 
for the City of Atlanta Mayor’s Office of Resilience, and also served as a Volunteer Coordinator at Sierra Club. She holds a Master 
of Science in Research Psychology from the University of Oxford and a BS in Neuroscience and Behavioral Biology from Emory.   
CONCENTRATIONS:  Clean Energy/Solar; Community Building/Outreach; Environmental Policy/Government.

☻Julianna Joss (17C) is a Program Manager at Profugo, a grass-roots nonprofit in Wayanad, rural South India. Profugo’s mission 
is to empower and improve the quality of life for nearly a thousand marginal farmers through sustainable development. Julianna 
wears many hats each day - responsibilities range from community outreach, field visits, content writing, event planning, research, 
conducting trainings, building partnerships, providing strategic direction, and occasionally providing comedy as the sole foreigner on 
the team. A current project is helping to promote organic farming as a livelihood against a harsh backdrop of climate change and hostile 
central government policies for small-scale farmers. Other current projects involve natural resource management through biogas, 
youth development, and skill development and alternate income generation. Gender equity and community empowerment underpin 
everything about Profugo’s mission. Julianna joined Profugo after receiving her MSc in Sustainable Development at the University of St. 
Andrews in Scotland through the Bobby Jones Scholarship. Her dissertation was about the importance of community-based partnership 
for sustainable development, and she enjoys putting this into practice. Also passionate about immigrant rights, she considers it fortunate 
to work with Emory’s undocumented community. She has a bachelor’s in Political Science and Dance and Movement Studies from Emory.  
CONCENTRATIONS: Agriculture/Sustainable Food; Community Building/Outreach; International Development.

☻Kristen Kaufman (19C) coordinates Tufts University’s recycling, organics, reuse, and zero waste programs. Her role includes: 
creation of recycling/waste related education, outreach, programming, and communications; coordination of specialty recycling streams, 
campus waste infrastructures, and zero waste events; facilitation of low-waste purchasing and reuse economy; execution of waste audits, 
industry research, budgeting, and strategic visioning/planning; tracking and analysis of campus recycling/waste data; and organization of 
the Move Out donations program, move-in recycling, and the annual Back-to-School Sale. Kristen also supports the Office of Sustainability 
through advising the Eco-Reps program, a residence hall sustainable behavior change program, and by fronting the Office’s social justice 
and equity planning. Prior to Tufts, Kristen worked as a student intern at Emory’s Office of Sustainability Initiatives and at Livable Buckhead, 
an Atlanta sustainable development nonprofit.  CONCENTRATIONS:  Environmental Education; Facilities Management; Waste/Recycling. 

☻Dr. Hilary King (17G) is an applied anthropologist and sustainable food advocate who serves as the Assistant Director of Emory’s 
Master’s in Development Practice, a two-year professional degree program preparing students for careers in the international development 
and humanitarian fields. She is also Director of Special Projects at Community Farmers Markets (CFM), an umbrella organization that uses 
markets, education and financial incentives to increase food access. She completed her doctoral degree in Cultural Anthropology at Emory 
University. Since 2001, Hilary has worked with farmers and food businesses across Latin America, East Africa, and the U.S., testing out ways 
for farmers to earn more money and for consumers to get to know more about what they eat. A native Oregonian who settled in Atlanta in 
2010, Dr. King’s academic and applied work examines how social relationships shape economic interactions, particularly around food. She has 
worked as a researcher, waitress, business advisor and chief of farmer relations. Before coming to Emory, Hilary worked in the fair trade and 
direct trade coffee industries, running her own company and advising cooperatives. She is interested in how people connect to one another in 
an increasingly globalized world and how these connections affect our understanding of responsibility within global communities. Her work 
has been supported by Thomas J. Watson and Fulbright Fellowships. She also makes great chocolate chip cookies and handmade tortillas.  
CONCENTRATIONS:  Agriculture/Sustainable Food; Economic Development; Community Building/Outreach. 



KRAME KULERS LANDBERG LANZA LIGON LUNDY

Sarah Krame (12C) is an Associate Attorney at Sierra Club focused on mitigating climate change through grid decarbonization, building 
electrification, and transportation electrification in the New England region. The Sierra Club is a grassroots environmental organization 
with approximately 800,000 members in all 50 states, working to promote responsible use of earth’s ecosystems and resources and to 
protect and restore quality of natural and human environments. Previously, Sarah was a litigation associate at Willkie Farr & Gallagher in 
New York, where she worked on complex civil litigation and internal investigations. Sarah received her JD from New York University School 
of Law and her BA in Environmental Studies from Emory University. In law school, Sarah interned with the Natural Resources Defense 
Council, the New York Attorney General Environmental Law Bureau, and the New York City Law Department Environmental Law Division.  
CONCENTRATIONS: Climate Solutions; Environmental Law; Environmental Policy/Government.  sarah.krame@sierraclub.org

Elise Kulers (20C) is interested in reimagining our food system to be more sustainable and equitable for all. She secured two jobs since 
recently moving to Chicago:  she is an AmeriCorps Member with the Greater Chicago Food Depository, where she works at Jesse Brown 
VA Hospital to connect Veterans with food resources and SNAP benefits. She also works at the Village Farmstand, a small grocery store 
that provides local, sustainable food to the community while ensuring fair wages for farmers. Previously,  she worked with Community 
Farmers Markets in their Fresh MARTA Markets. Elise graduated from Emory in May 2020, having studied Environmental Sciences and 
Anthropology. CONCENTRATIONS: Agriculture/Sustainable Food; Community Building/Outreach.  elise.kulers@gmail.com

☻Tobias Landberg is Director of Research at the Amphibian Foundation, which last year launched a new conservation career 
development program with the goal of expanding the reach of the Foundation’s training and conservation missions. The Conservation 
Research Bridge Program has increased their ability to conduct research such as surveying habitats for imperiled amphibian species 
throughout Georgia. College students can receive contextualized instruction, career development opportunities, and transition 
services with specialized training in animal husbandry, field work, guided research, formal classes, creative expression, and outreach. 
The program curriculum includes an expansion of previous high priority conservation targets such as Frosted Flatwoods Salamanders, 
Gopher Frogs, and Striped Newts, plus the addition of a new project focused on Pigeon Mountain Salamanders. New long-term urban 
ecology research projects include monthly herpetological surveys, a creek litter and clean-up project, and a turtle population study 
that were designed to meet student career goals while adapting to the safety protocols necessary during the global pandemic. The 
Bridge program both built new and strengthened existing public and private partnerships with local, state, and federal organizations.  
CONCENTRATIONS:  Conservation/Wildlife; Environmental Education; Ecological Fieldwork/Research.

Kevin Lanza (11C) is a Post-Doctoral Fellow at UTHealth School of Public Health in Austin, TX. His research examines the impact of 
extreme heat on public health, and interventions that can increase community resilience to heat. His goal is to identify and implement 
adaptation strategies for heat; and to inform policies that eliminate race-, ethnicity-, and class-based health inequities in the face of 
warming from urbanization and climate change. His research publications cover the effect of heat on health and the influence of the 
environment on physical activity. As director of the Green Schoolyards Project, he investigates how trees impact temperatures within 
school parks; he also investigates physical activity of Latinx children from low-income families, and how these children’s connection to 
nature relates to psychosocial outcomes. Previously, Kevin worked in Georgia Tech’s Urban Climate Lab, developing heat management 
plans for cities based on cooling strategies (e.g., tree planting and cool materials). He has taught courses in Urban Environmental 
Planning & Design and Sustainable Urban Development. Kevin graduated from Emory with a BS in Environmental Studies in 2011, and 
from Georgia Tech with both a master’s and PhD in City & Regional Planning in 2018. Kevin is a LEED Accredited Professional (BD+C).   
CONCENTRATIONS: Climate Solutions; Public Health/Environmental Health; Urban Planning & Smart Growth.  Kevin.L.Lanza@uth.tmc.edu

☻Jason Ligon is the Micropropagation and Seed Bank Laboratory Coordinator at the Atlanta Botanical Garden (ABG). His 
experiences range from symbiotic and asymbiotic micropropagation and greenhouse horticulture at ABG, to field research and 
monitoring with the National Park Service. Today he works to develop species-specific seed banking and micropropagation protocols 
for plants in ABG’s Ex Situ Conservation Collection. Current research initiates focus on orchid and recalcitrant seed storage behavior. 
Undergraduates: ABG’s Conservation & Research Department hosts interns while pursuing its mission to lead innovative strategies and 
partnerships to conserve imperiled plants and natural communities. In 2012, Jason began training in asymbiotic in vitro germination 
under ABG’s Conservation Coordinator. He spent four years gaining experience in horticulture and micropropagation while working 
as the assistant horticulturist with the Fuqua Orchid Center. Jason earned a BS in Conservation Biology from Clemson University.  
CONCENTRATIONS:  Arts & Culture; Conservation/Wildlife; Ecological Fieldwork/Research.

☻Nicolai Lundy (09C) is the Director of Partnerships and Market Outreach for Sustainability Accounting Standards Board 
(SASB), where he identifies opportunities for sustainability professionals, financial reporting professionals, and investment analysts 
to benefit from SASB’s research on financially material ESG factors across 77 industries. SASB standardizes the measurement of 
sustainability topics have financial impacts on company value, such as safety-related defects for automobile companies, data security 
for software companies, and water scarcity for agricultural companies. In his role, Nicolai oversees SASB’s education, membership, 
and licensing programs as well as outreach to investors and civil society. He led the development of SASB’s credential program – the 
Fundamentals of Sustainability Accounting (FSA Credential). Nicolai graduated from Emory in 2009 with a bachelor’s in Philosophy.  
CONCENTRATIONS:  Corporate Sustainability; Finance/Investment/Accounting; Sustainable Investment. 



MAISEL McNAIR MITCHELL NIFONG O’DAY

Naomi Maisel (16C) is the Community Manager at La Cocina, a nonprofit business incubator in San Francisco that works with women 
of color and immigrant women to grow and formalize food businesses. Her current project is helping to open the country’s first women-led 
food hall, as part of a pilot project on anti-gentrification development. Naomi engages with community partners and residents to ensure the 
space serves the local neighborhood, and pursues programs and projects related to increased food security. Having grown up in San Diego, 
she moved to Atlanta to study Cultural Anthropology at Emory with a focus on the intersections of health, culture and food. While here, she 
founded a food waste recollection nonprofit, sat on Emory’s Sustainable Food Council, and worked on numerous community gardens and 
farms. Since graduating in 2016, Naomi has worked on challenges of food insecurity and homelessness and pursued a master’s in Gastronomy.  
CONCENTRATIONS:  Agriculture/Sustainable Food; Economic Development; Entrepreneurship/Social Enterprise.  naomi@lacocinasf.org 

Taylor McNair (16B, 16C) is a Program Manager at GridLab, where he manages and executes technical grid projects to eliminate 
barriers to clean energy proliferation and accelerate the transition away from fossil fuels. Passionate about tackling the climate crisis, 
he works at the intersection of clean energy policy and technology. Now that the costs of clean technologies are competitive with 
traditional generation, grid reliability and integration concerns have emerged as the cited barriers to clean energy adoption. GridLab 
aims to correct a historical imbalance in which utilities have, by default, been the sole voice with respect to grid reliability. By providing 
stakeholders the tools to improve the technical depth and quality of their testimony, GridLab helps to enrich the regulatory process, 
resulting in a more objective outcome. Taylor reports directly to the Executive Director, and is responsible for the coordination, 
management, and execution of GridLab’s technical projects. Taylor is also responsible for communication and administrative 
efforts. He is a 2016 graduate of Emory University, with a double major in Business Administration and Environmental Sciences.   
CONCENTRATION:  Clean Energy/Solar.  taylor@gridlab.org 

Miranda Mitchell (16OX, 18C, 19PH) is an Oak Ridge Institute for Science Education (ORISE) Fellow at the Agency for Toxic Substances 
Disease Registry (ATSDR), located at the Centers for Disease Control (CDC). As an ORISE Fellow, Miranda works for ATSDR’s Office of 
Community Health and Hazard Assessment (OCHHA), where she evaluates Superfund and other hazardous waste sites through ATSDR’s 
public health assessment method. Her work is interdisciplinary and integrates site environmental data analysis, community engagement 
and health outcomes evaluation. Her agency’s mission is to “protect communities from harmful health effects related to exposure to 
natural and man-made hazardous substances.” Miranda’s professional areas of interest and specialization include environmental health 
science, environmental policy, health communication, and infectious disease. She has previously worked for the U.S. EPA and CDC’s 
National Center for Emerging and Zoonotic Infectious Diseases. Currently, she is assisting with the COVID-19 vaccination effort for tribal 
nations as a shorter-term emergency deployment and is happy to discuss the environmental health aspects of the COVID-19 pandemic.  
Miranda is a graduate of Emory’s BS/MPH 4+1 program, earning an associate’s degree from Oxford College in 2016; a BS in Environmental 
Science and a BA in Political Science in 2018, and then an MPH in Environmental Health in 2019 from Rollins School of Public Health.   
CONCENTRATIONS:  Cleanup/Revitalization; Environmental Policy/Government; Environmental Health.  Mitchell.m.miranda@gmail.com

☻David Nifong (17OX, 19C) is a Lead for America National Hometown Fellow working with the City of Decatur’s Department 
of Public Works. Lead for America (LFA) is a national public service organization providing recent college graduates a pathway to serve 
their communities through 2-year placements in city, county, and tribal governments with the goal of addressing the nation’s most 
dire challenges at the local level. He is graduate of Emory University with a BA in Environmental Sciences and in his current role, leads 
sustainability and resilience projects for the City of Decatur, including work on a feasibility study for a possible citywide composting 
program. While at Emory, David was a Fellow in the Community Building and Social Change (CBSC) program, which helped fortify his 
desire to work in local government and support community-based efforts to create livable, equitable, and sustainable cities for all. 
CONCENTRATIONS:  Clean Energy/Solar; Environmental Policy/Government; Waste/Recycling.

☻Stephen O’Day is the partner in charge of the Sustainability Practice Group at Smith, Gambrell & Russell, LLP, providing 
focused legal advice and representation regarding sustainability initiatives, business issues, planning and litigation. Stephen offers 
specific advice about issues ranging from renewable energy to water conservation to waste management and carbon management. 
He has been named a “Georgia Super Lawyer” in environmental law by Atlanta Magazine and Law & Politics Media, was named 
one of “America’s Leading Lawyers for Business” in environmental law by Chambers USA, and as a Best Environmental Lawyer in 
Corporate Counsel magazine. He received the River Guardian award from Upper Chattahoochee Riverkeeper for his years of service 
protecting the Chattahoochee as Metro Atlanta’s water supply, is the recipient of the James S. Dockery, Jr., Southern Environmental 
Leadership Award, and in 2012, received the Ogden Doremus Award for Excellence in Environmental Law. Stephen received his 
JD, cum laude, from Harvard Law School in 1979, where he served as Chairman of the Harvard Environmental Law Society, studied 
Civil Engineering at Georgia Tech, and graduated with a BA, summa cum laude, in Political Science from Furman University in 1976.  
CONCENTRATIONS:  Advocacy; Clean Energy/Solar; Environmental Law.



O’DAY WEISINGER SADLER SCHRAMEK SCHWARTZ SELA SMITH

☻Kelly O’Day Weisinger came to Emory in 2012, and as Director of Emory’s Office of Sustainability Initiatives she collaborates 
with Emory University and Healthcare leadership in fulfilling Emory’s enterprise-wide sustainability vision. Kelly conducts staff outreach 
and engagement and works with university and healthcare departments on projects including waste minimization, energy and water use 
reduction, sustainable procurement, climate action, lab and office sustainability, and curriculum and research. Previously, Kelly spent 
two years working in transportation demand management and sustainability with Midtown Alliance in Midtown, Atlanta. She acquired a 
master’s in Environmental Law and Policy from Vermont Law School in 2009 while working full time as Assistant Director of Admissions 
for the Law School, and has a BA from Connecticut College. Though she has lived in Connecticut, Colorado, and Vermont, she is an Atlanta 
native and now calls Decatur home.  CONCENTRATIONS: Climate Solutions; Environmental Policy/Government; Transportation.

☻Scott Sadler is Founder and Chief Investment Officer of Boardwalk Capital Management, an independent registered investment 
advisory practice focused on sustainable and social impact investments for high net worth individuals and families, as well as green 
retirement plans for organizations. Boardwalk Capital is the Southeast’s first wealth manager that is also a Certified B Corporation, 
incorporating triple bottom line principles into both client accounts and their own practices. Scott founded Boardwalk in 2009 and 
is a 30+ year veteran of the investment management industry, with prior stints at Bank of America Capital Management, Goldman 
Sachs, and at Wachovia Asset Management, where he launched and managed the firm’s first international mutual fund. Scott is also 
the Director of Impact Strategies at Altera Investments, a manager of alternative investment vehicles. He is a graduate of the University 
of Virginia, is a Chartered Financial Analyst, and is a Board member and past board chairman of the Green Chamber of the South.   
CONCENTRATION: Sustainable Investment.  

☻Camilla Schramek (16C) is a communications professional with campaign experience in the climate movement. She currently 
serves as a Senior Communications Campaigner at The Sunrise Project in Copenhagen, Denmark. Their mission is to urgently scale social 
movements to drive the transition from fossil fuels to renewable energy. Specifically, Camilla sits in the Global Finance Team and leads 
communications on campaigns to move the insurance sector out of fossil fuels and to align central bank policy, particularly the European 
Central Bank and Bank of England, with the Paris Agreement. This campaign, called Insure Our Future, is Camilla’s main focus. It involves 
working globally to make fossil fuels uninsurable by pushing insurers to stop underwriting and investing in coal, tar sands, oil and gas. 
Previously, Camilla was Head of Climate Change Communications at CARE International, helping to lead CARE’s initiative to connect 
climate change and social justice by focusing on issues such as gender, finance, and disasters. Since Camilla graduated from Emory in 
2016, she has been based in Copenhagen, initially as a Fulbright Scholar and then to complete her master’s in climate change at the 
University of Copenhagen. CONCENTRATIONS:  Advocacy; Communications/Media/Film; Finance/Investment.

Cassidy Schwartz (18C) is a Public Policy Coordinator at Rhino, a start-up focused on lowering the cost of renting by replacing 
burdensome cash security deposits with low-cost insurance. She considers housing affordability and accessibility as social dimensions of 
sustainability. Previously, she worked in energy efficiency policy for Bloomberg Associates, where as a Fellow on their Sustainability Team, 
she worked with the City of Atlanta Mayor’s Office of Resilience to pursue the emissions reduction targets outlined in Atlanta’s 100% 
Clean Energy Plan. Her primary focus was on coordinating data management and implementation for the Commercial Building Energy 
Efficiency Ordinance, a policy that requires commercial and multifamily buildings to track and audit their energy and water usage. Cassidy 
also worked part-time with Central Atlanta Progress on stakeholder engagement and research to create the Downtown Sustainability 
Action Plan.  CONCENTRATIONS:  Entrepreneurship/Social Enterprise; Environmental Policy/Government.  cassidys211@gmail.com

Ariella Sela (14C) is a Sustainability Advisor for Pure Strategies, where she conducts life cycle assessment analyses and 
develops greenhouse gas (GHG) inventories for science-based targets and other related GHG accounting efforts for their clients. 
She supports corporate sustainability strategy, sustainable packaging, and regenerative agriculture projects. Previously, she 
was a Sustainability Analyst for CRI, developing strategy, content, goals, and key performance indicators for the sustainability 
reports of Fortune 500 clients. Prior to that, she worked for Novelis, the world’s leading aluminum recycler, on sustainability 
and environmental reporting, as well as supplier sustainability. Ariella has an MS from Tufts University’s Friedman School of 
Nutrition Science & Policy in Agriculture, Food & Environment, and an MPH from Tufts University Medical School. In grad school, 
she worked on a coffee farmer climate risk assessment at Root Capital and on sustainable packaging at Stonyfield Organic. She 
has a BS in Environmental Sciences, with a concentration in Sustainability Management and a minor in Spanish from Emory.  
CONCENTRATIONS: Agriculture/Sustainable Food; Corporate Sustainability; Environmental Consulting.  ariella.sela@gmail.com

Drew Smith (14C) is a current MBA student at UNC-Chapel Hill’s Kenan-Flagler School of Business, concentrating in corporate 
finance with enrichments in energy and sustainable entrepreneurship. His professional interests in the energy transition 
include transportation, generation, storage, and transmission and distribution. Drew is a former Coastal Resource Management 
Volunteer in the Philippines with the Peace Corps, as well as an AmeriCorps alum, having volunteered with Grid Alternatives in 
Sacramento, CA. Drew graduated from Emory in 2014 with a degree in Environmental Sciences and a minor in Sustainability.  
CONCENTRATIONS:  Clean Energy/Solar; Finance/Investment/Accounting; International Development.  drew_smith@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



SPICER STERN SUTTER TINGLER URIBE USHER

Taylor Spicer (15G) joined Emory’s Office of Sustainability Initiatives as a graduate intern in 2013, became a Programs Coordinator 
in 2015, moved into the Programs Manager role in 2018 and became the Assistant Director in 2020. She works directly with students 
and others to increase their knowledge about sustainability issues, engage them in action, and support them in behavior change. She 
works closely with Emory Dining to support their efforts to source more food locally and sustainably and to co-manage the weekly Emory 
Farmers Market. She also runs the WaterHub student docent program, the OSI intern program, and the Zero Waste Ambassadors outreach 
group. Taylor also manages OSI’s daily communications platforms and strategies. While Taylor was a graduate intern for OSI, she was also 
completing her Master’s in Development Practice (MDP) degree at Emory. Taylor has conducted research on land rights in Rwanda, social 
movements in Northeast Brazil, effects of gender norms on climate adaptation for smallholder farmers in Kenya and Ghana, and intimate 
partner violence prevention in Vietnam, giving her a broad and interdisciplinary context to champion behavior change and community 
engagement. CONCENTRATIONS:  Advocacy; Community Building/Outreach; Environmental Education.  tspicer@emory.edu

Alexandra Stern (13C, 14PH) is a PhD candidate at Tufts University Friedman School of Nutrition Science and Policy in the 
Agriculture Food and Environment department. Her role involves designing and executing research to inform federal nutrition 
policy. Her research calculates the environmental impacts of lunches served in the National School Lunch Program. The Friedman 
School offers a wide range of degrees in nutrition and sustainable agriculture and promotes trusted science with real-world impact. 
Alexandra specializes in research and environmental life cycle assessment for agriculture which is an engineering tool used to calculate 
environmental impacts of farms and other systems. She also focuses on U.S. food policy and its relationship to the environmental 
impacts of agriculture. Previously, she worked for the nonprofit DC Central Kitchen working on nutrition and food access interventions. 
Interventions included teaching nutrition around DC and supporting the logistics for the corner store program that provided fresh fruits 
and vegetables to convenience stores located in food deserts. She is a member of the American Society of Nutrition and the Society of 
Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry. Alexandra has a BS in Environmental Studies and an MPH in Environmental Health from Emory.  
CONCENTRATIONS:  Agriculture/Sustainable Food; Climate Solutions; Environmental Policy/Government.  alexandra.stern@tufts.edu

John D. Sutter (05C) is an independent journalist and documentary filmmaker based in Salt Lake City. His work has won the 
prestigious Livingston Award for Young Journalists, the IRE Award, the Edward R. Murrow Award, the Peabody Award and has received 
two EMMY nominations – one for new approaches to documentary and the other for environmental reporting. With support from the 
National Geographic Society, Harvard’s Nieman Foundation, and UnionDocs, he is directing “BASELINE,” a pioneering documentary series 
that aims to tell the story of the climate crisis beyond a lifetime. At CNN, where Sutter was a senior investigative reporter, producer and 
columnist for a decade, he created and directed several award-winning projects, including “Two Degrees,” “Vanishing” and “Change the 
List.” He currently is a Knight Science Journalism Fellow at MIT and is a former Knight Visiting Nieman Fellow at Harvard University. He is a 
visiting instructor at The Poynter Institute. He graduated from Emory in 2005 with a double major in International Studies and Journalism.  
CONCENTRATIONS:  Arts & Culture; Climate Solutions; Communications/Media/Film.  john.d.sutter@gmail.com

☻Aubrey Tingler (15C) is a graduate student researching the efficacy and sustainability of disease vector mosquito control. 
She is part of the Marine Estuarine and Environmental Sciences Department at the University of Maryland, an interdisciplinary 
consortium of various universities, departments, and institutions across the state of Maryland. She has worked across various 
environmental sectors, including ecological conservation and research, environmental education, and science communications. 
In her current studies, she is broadly interested in creating effective environmental control programs within couple human and 
natural systems. Aubrey has worked for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Montgomery Parks (Montgomery County, MD), The 
Ohio State University Aquatic Ecology Lab, and the American Fisheries Society. She’s happy to talk with students considering 
grad school or any of the above. She graduated from Emory in 2015 with a bachelor’s degree in Environmental Sciences.   
CONCENTRATIONS: Ecological Fieldwork/Research; Public Health / Environmental Health; Urban Planning & Smart Growth.

☻Daniel Uribe (19C) is the Rate Manager with Cherry Street Energy (CSE), tasked with searching for rate schedules advantageous 
to the way each of their clients consume energy. This requires a custom schedule to ensure that CSE can provide solar energy for every 
client while still allowing them to reach their environmental and financial goals. Cherry Street’s mission is to transform Georgia’s energy 
marketplace – it develops, finances, owns, operates and maintains solar photovoltaic (PV) systems to deliver predictably priced electricity 
to their customers. CSE believes that renewable energy should be accessible to all energy consumers no matter their financial situation 
in order to provide a sustainable future. Daniel graduated from Emory in May 2019 with a BS in Physics in the Engineering Sciences track. 
CONCENTRATIONS:  Clean Energy/Solar; Entrepreneurship/Social Enterprise; Sales/Technology.

Rachel Usher (20PH) is the Project Manager for the Georgia Climate Project and the Emory Climate and Health Research Incubator. 
In 2020, she graduated with a master’s in Public Health in the Department of Epidemiology at the Emory Rollins School of Public Health. 
She was awarded University of New Hampshire Sustainability Fellowship in 2019 to examine health benefits of climate change mitigation 
activities with the Vermont Department of Health. Previously, Rachel received her BS in Ecology from the Odum School of Ecology at 
the University of Georgia in 2016. A life-long Southerner, she is proud to be a part of climate change research and action across the U.S.  
CONCENTRATIONS:  Communications/Media/Film; Clean Energy/Solar; Public Health/Environmental Health.  rachel.louise.usher@emory.edu



VICKERY WITHERS YAP ZAMPINO ZERN

☻Gray Vickery (15C) is a Graduate Research Assistant at the University of South Florida (USF) School of Geosciences. As part of 
USF’s Coastal Research Laboratory, he works on a variety of coastal projects, including beach erosion monitoring, inlet management, and 
sea turtle nesting research. His thesis research uses numerical models to evaluate the influence of dredged channels and causeways on 
estuarine circulation, with the goal of restoring seagrass and mangrove ecosystems in Tampa Bay. Previously, Gray worked as an ecologist 
with the Georgia Department of Transportation (GDOT), where he collaborated with a team of policy experts, engineers, and biologists 
to minimize the environmental footprint of transportation infrastructure. Before that, Gray was a fellow on the Commercial Team at 
Southface Energy Institute. He is an active member of the Florida Native Plant Society, the NSF Nitrogen S-STEM Scholars, and the Tampa 
Bay Association of Environmental Professionals. He earned a BA in Environmental Sciences with an Ecology/Geology concentration from 
Emory in 2015, and expects to earn his master’s in Environmental Science & Policy with a Graduate Certificate in Project Management 
from USF this year.  CONCENTRATIONS: Conservation/Wildlife; Ecological Fieldwork/Research; Resource Management. 

☻Meg Withers (19C) is a Master of Science student in Marine Ecosystem Management at the University of St. Andrews, 
researching grey seal reproductive variation in the U.K. Previously she was an Education Facilitator for the Fernbank Museum 
of Natural History in Atlanta. Her latest marine science internship was spent working with the Archipelagos Institute of Marine 
Conservation to develop a sea turtle habitat suitability map for the Greek island of Lipsi. While at Emory, she developed 
honors thesis research focused on Northern sea otter disease transmission, on which she presented at the World Marine 
Mammal Conference in Barcelona, Spain. Meg graduated with a BS in Environmental Sciences and Biology from Emory in 2019.  
CONCENTRATIONS: Conservation/Wildlife; Ecological Fieldwork/Research; Environmental Policy/Government.

Jacqueline Yap (15C) is an Associate at Latham & Watkins LLP in Washington, DC, where she served as a summer associate 
before joining the firm full-time. While in law school, Jacqueline served as a law clerk at the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
(Air Enforcement Division), Office of the U.S. Trade Representative (China Trade Enforcement), U.S. Department of Justice 
(Environment and Natural Resources Division), and the DC Bar Environment, Energy, and Natural Resources Community. She also 
served as the President of the GW Environmental and Energy Law Association, as an Associate on The George Washington Law 
Review, and as a research assistant for a professor in environmental law. Before attending law school, Jacqueline conducted climate 
change and air pollution research for Emory’s Department of Environmental Sciences and Climate@Emory Initiative. In 2015, 
she observed the UNFCCC COP21 climate change negotiations that led to the Paris Agreement as a delegate of an environmental 
nonprofit organization. She graduated from Emory in 2015 with a degree in Environmental Sciences and East Asian Studies.  
CONCENTRATIONS:  Advocacy; Environmental Law.  Jacqueline.Yap@lw.com

Marissa Zampino (19C) is a Campus Organizer for the Student PIRGs, which has worked for nearly 50 years to amplify the power 
of student activism, and help students make real change, right now. By recruiting, training and working alongside student activists on 
campaigns that get results, our organizers are helping to build a greener and healthier future. Their chapters on campuses across the 
country provide the training, professional support and resources students need to tackle climate change, protect public health, revitalize 
our democracy, feed the hungry and more. In her role as a Campus Organizer, Marissa works with more than 100 students at the University 
of Massachusetts Amherst to help make change on issues like renewable energy, college affordability, and civic engagement. Currently, 
she is working to commit MA to 100% Renewable Energy. She is also working on the UMass Amherst commitment to 100% Renewable 
Energy. She graduated from Emory in 2019 with a degree in History. After graduation she served as an AmeriCorps VISTA at Morehouse 
College.  CONCENTRATIONS: Advocacy; Community Building/Outreach; Environmental Policy/Government.  mzampino@studentpirgs.org         

Brent Zern, PE, is an Assistant Director with DeKalb County Watershed Management in Decatur, GA. Leading a group of more 
than 90 professionals, he and his team help ensure that DeKalb’s drinking water and discharged wastewater are both clean and 
compliant with state and federal regulations. Brent runs the prevention and pretreatment programs where his inspectors ensure 
industries and other commercial water utility users send limited amounts of pollutants into the county sewers, and his lab teams 
regularly test both the clean water and treated wastewater to ensure compliance with environmental limits. He also leads a team that 
monitors the county’s streams, sampling for any indications there may have been a sanitary sewer overflow so it can be identified 
and remedied quickly. Additionally, he has also been named the Assistant Director of the county’s Consent Decree program which 
is a U.S. EPA-mandated order to fix the county’s aged and leaking sanitary sewer system. Previously he served as the Assistant 
Director for Operational Compliance in Emory’s Campus Services, where he led the Emory WaterHub project, the installation of 
two roof-top mounted solar arrays on campus and managed the University’s green building program. Brent is a Georgia-registered 
Professional Engineer and LEED Accredited Professional who has worked in the private consulting, higher education, and now 
public sectors. He has a BS in Civil and Construction Engineering, magna cum laude from Temple University in Philadelphia.   
CONCENTRATIONS:  Air/Water Quality; Environmental Policy/Government; Public Health/Environmental Health.  bzern@dekalbcountyga.gov

Networking 
Works!



Advocacy  Berger-Schmitz; Bowen; Bruenderman; Clarke; Cutshall; Gooch; Hennessee; Jiang; O’Day; Schramek; Spicer;  
   Yap; Zampino  

Agriculture/  Green; Hennessee; Joss; King; Kulers; Maisel; Sela; Stern 
Sustainable Food   

Air/Water Quality Anderson; Atalla; Choksi-Chugh; Elliott; Gayer; Hensley; Zern

Arts & Culture  Ligon; Sutter 

Clean Energy/Solar Arbiser; Buso; Chew; Clarke (Levitt); Gayer; Jiang; Jih; McNair; Nifong; O’Day; Redden; Smith; Uribe; Usher

Cleanup/Revitalization Bruenderman; Mitchell 

Climate Solutions  Atalla; Gayer; Krame; Lanza; O’Day Weisinger; Stern; Sutter 

Communications/ Charania; Eccles; Schramek; Sutter; Usher                                                                                                                                      
Media/Film 

Community Building/  Allen; Bradshaw; Bruenderman; Cafritz; Eccles; Elliott; Gooch; Gutierrez Rivera; Jackson; Jiang; Jih; Joss; Kulers; 
Outreach   Spicer;Zampino  

Compliance/Permitting Anderson; Burch

Conservation/Wildlife Allen; Andrle; Cafritz; Landberg; Ligon; Vickery; Withers

Corporate Sustainability/ Alexander; Bedford; Berger-Schmitz; Charania; Chew; Clarke; Creech; Cutshall; Dunne; Gardere; Green; Lundy;     
Social Responsibility Redden; Sela 

Economic Development Bedford; Bradshaw; King; Maisel

Entrepreneurship/ Maisel; Redden; Schwartz; Uribe                                                                                                                                                
Social Enterprise  

Environmental Consulting Arbiser; Burch; Chew; Dunne; Fundora; Gardere; Sela 

Environmental Education Allen; Anderson; Andrle; Cafritz; Dionne; Hensley; Kaufman; Landberg; Spicer

Ecological Fieldwork/ Andrle; Kuhn; Landberg; Ligon; Tingler; Vickery; Withers                                                               
Research    

Environmental Law Bowen; Choksi-Chugh; Howett; Krame; O’Day; Yap

Event Planning/       Cutshall; Elliott                                                                                                                                                         
Fundraising

Environmental Policy/ Atalla; Berger-Schmitz; Bowen; Bradshaw; Buso; Choksi-Chugh; Clarke (Levitt); Dills; Jackson; Jih; Krame; Kuhn; 
Government  Mitchell; Nifong; O’Day Weisinger; Schwartz; Stern; Withers; Zampino; Zern    

Facilities Management Arbiser; Green; Kaufman 

Finance/Investment Lundy; Schramek; Smith        

International Dvlpmt Clarke (Levitt); Gutierrez Rivera; Joss; King; Smith  

LEED Bldg & Construction Alexander; Creech; Dunne  

Public Health/  Dills; Dionne; Gooch; Hennessee; Howett; Lanza; Mitchell; Tingler; Usher; Zern                                                                 
Environmental Health  

Resource Management Gardere; Hensley; Vickery          

Sales/Technology  Appenteng; Burkhardsmeier; Dionne; Doetsch; Farmer; Hood; Lanza; Oliver; Seville; Usher   

Sustainable Investment Howett; Lundy; Sadler   

Transportation  Burch; Fundora; Kuhn; O’Day Weisinger 

Urban Planning  Bedford; Creech; Dills; Eccles; Gutierrez Rivera; Jackson; Lanza; Tingler                                                                                 
Smart Growth

Waste/Recycling  Arbiser; Buso; Kaufman; Nifong    

INDEX:  GUESTS BY CONCENTRATION


